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COMMENT of J.H. McQUISTON on
TESTIMONY of PLANNING DEPT

Honorable Chairman and Members of the Committee:

1. A defect in the method of taking testimony in the Budget Hearings is that in other hearings the public testimony
per Item follows the administrator's testimony. In the present Budget Hearings, the public testimony is neither
paired to an administrator's testimony, nor does it follow such testimony.

The loss to the Committee is expert-comment if administrative testimony is defective or misleading.

The virtue of public comment is that an outsider may correct something of importance, for City's well-being.
Positioned before administrator's testimony, the public testimony's virtue is lost.

2. If the public were allowed to comment on the Planning Dept testimony, I would have commented:

A. The Dept wrongly is focusing on "zoning", when the Legislature as interpreted by the Supreme Court said to
focus instead on the General Plan. You heard Department testimony that it is addressing zoning issues first, and
only-thereafter will it address Plan, to make it conform to zoning!

The Legislature said in 1971 that no-longer may a city address zoning and Plan in that order. The Court in
City ofSanta Ana v City ofGarden Grove, 108 Cal App 3d 521 (1979) at 532 said since 1971 general plans have
the ultimate effect on the environment. AB 1301 transformed the plans from an "Interesting study" to the
basic land charter governing the direction of future land use in the local jurisdiction. And the bill required
proposed subdivisions, design and improvements to be consistent with the general plan.

Lesher Communications v City of Walnut Creek, 52 Cal 3d 531 (S Ct in bank 1990) at 541 put it plainly:
"The tail does not wag the dog. The general plan is the charter to which the ordinance must conform."

Very clearly the Department is wasting valuable funds and time on the wrong documents.

B. Planning alluded to the fact that City's community plans aren't consistent with each other. Planning
created that inconsistency. And, Planning never addresses it during plan-construction. Nor is any attempt
made to balance jobs, housing, recreation, etc in the City as a whole as Govt Code requires.

Huge Valley tracts with single-uses make alternative transportation unrealizable. Yet single-use R-1 areas are
protected by Plan from proper breakup, and rezoning is forbidden until the plan is amended. Planning is violating
City Charter and perpetuating segregation, even if Planning could ignore the Legislature.

C. Planning's process clearly-invites prohibited ad hoc administration. Legislature's prohibiting Planning's
process permits easy attack on major developments in-construction. Planning's process must not continue.

The above sufficiently-shows Planning's programs must be re-directed so its budget won't be wasted.

Respectfully submitted, 2&'zi..t J. H. McQuiston
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